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In various industrial applications, the high performance of heat exchanger demand is
increasing. Subsequently, the energy resources depletion, for instance, in power plant, airconditioning system and food processing systems. The important field for saving energy
was through improving thermal performance, which can provide high performance heat
exchanger. Present enhancing approaches can be classified by three changed types, which
are passive technique, active technique and compound technique. Dimple, twisted tape and
corrugated pipe are the passive heat improvement technique which includes more surface
extensions. Hence, this research work concentrates on verifying the computational
calculations of flow in the heat exchanger pipe with different surface extensions in the pipe.
It is carried out for turbulent flow with a range of Reynolds number from 1000 to 15000
using CFD methods. The numerical outcomes illustrate that change twisted tape
configurations have more effect on flow and heat performance. Experimental and
numerical results agreement can confirm the simulation technique reliability, which adopts
in this investigation. The deviation errors are observed by less than 6% compared with the
normal pipe. Pressure drop increases due to the rise of twisted tape dimensions (width and
thickness), leading to more mixing of fluid, secondary flow, and swirl flow inside the pipe.
As the tape geometrical parameters increase, the f value also increases due to more variance
in velocities flow between liquid layers, which are adjacent to tape surfaces a pipe wall,
and pipe core flow layers, become higher. Correspondingly, compared to the normal pipe,
twisted configurations can rise f about 5.4 to 33.5%. The better thermal evaluation factor
is at a twisted tape of 1x1 mm at Re number of about 1000. The range value of the thermal
evaluation factor is more than 1.67.
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1. INTRODUCTION

corrugated tubes has high importance is studied. In the last
decades, the use of combined corrugated tubes, dimples and
tape has been made to develop heat transfer enhancement to
improve the heat exchanger's performance and reduce the size
and cost. Several researchers numerically and experimental
investigate the heat transfer characteristics by combined using
the corrugated tube with dimples and fitted with varying
inserted tape [11-14]. In the literature, the applications of
tubular heat exchangers with inserted twisted-tape, as a
passive technique for heat transfer enhancement, have been
widely studied. Chen et al. [15] experimentally investigate the
effect of different dimpled copper tube geometries in turbulent
flow with Reynolds numbers in the range of 7500 to 52000,
and water is the working fluid to heat transfer enhancement.
They concluded that with a constant Reynolds number, the
heat transfer enhancement was up to 137%. At constant
pumping power, the heat transfer enhancement was up to 84%.
They found that the dimpled tube improvement in mechanical
strength and resistance to thermal expansion and the
enhancement can reduce the heat exchanger's size and weight
by a factor of 2 without affecting the system. Kukulka and
Smith [16] conducted experiments on enhanced pipes to
evaluate the relationship between heat transfer enhancement
and tubes' surface geometry with Reynolds Number up to 2300.

Different types of heat exchangers have been widely
utilized in numerous industrial applications [1, 2]. In order to
raise economic advantage and decrease energy consumption,
heat transfer improvement techniques are becoming more
generally used in various fields [3, 4]. The enhancement of
heat transfer techniques was categorized into different types,
such as passive, active, and compound classified. Generally,
the passive techniques become used in many geometry types
surfaces to improve thermal performance without used any
additional power supply [5, 6]. So, such approaches have been
extensively applied in industry. To enhance heat performance
in the system, various passive devices were employed
consisting of twisted taps, ribs, fins, insert the device, dimples,
wire coils, corrugated surfaces, etc. [7, 8]. These devices can
highly increase the flow separation, flow mixing, disruption in
the boundary layer and turbulence and hence raise the
performance of heat transfer [9, 10]. Additional heat transfer
rate improvements in heat exchanger pipes have high
importance in many industrial applications. Numerous various
passive methods exist to raise the rate of heat transfer
frequently for straight tubes. In the model of passive methods,
heat transfer improvement through chaotic flow mixing in
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They concluded that heat transfer enhancement by 500% with
compression to smooth pipes, reducing the heat exchanger
operating cost and size. Experimental data have been reported
by Liao and Xin [17] to study the heat transfer characteristics
and friction inside 3d internal extended surfaces with inserted
twisted tape, or by replacing continuous twisted tape with
segmented twisted tape, using different working fluids such as
water and ethylene glycol, using various ranges of Prandtl and
Reynolds numbers, they concluded that the average Stanton
number increased by a factor of 6.5 with compression to the
smooth pipes this will lead to heat transfer and friction factor
enhancement. Patil [18] experimentally studied the friction
and heat transfer characteristics in a circular tube. The
experiments were conducted with different width twisted tape
inserted and with a range of Re No. up to 500 (laminar swirl
flow). He found that using varying width twisted tapes, up to
60% less friction factor than twisted tapes with full length, was
obtained also observed that the Nusselt number reduced by up
to 25% at uniform wall temperature 50% reduction in tapewidth. Using a twisted tape insert in the corrugated tube has
been found in many preliminary experimental results that
increased heat transfer performance [19-21]. Extensive
research has been done by Saha et al. [22] to study the pressure
drop and heat transfer characteristic of a circular tube fitted
with tape connected with a rod. He concluded that the pressure
drop is 40% smaller for the tube fitted with the segmented
twisted tape than the tube fitted with a continuous twisted tape.
He found that the twisted tape insert generates a considerable
increase in heat transfer. Dimpled tube with twisted tape was
employed by Thianpong et al. [23] for heat transfer enhancing,
they investigated the thermal-hydraulic performance of
combinations number of twisted tapes and dimpled tubes,
based on their results, they presented the empirical correlations
for prediction of Reynolds number range of (12000 – 44000)
to find the Nusselt number and friction factor, The concluded
that the heat transfer rate and friction factor in the dimpled tube
with twisted tape affected by the pitch and twist ratios, the heat
transfer rate of the enhanced tube with twisted tape insert was
increased by a factor of 3.03 and friction factor by a factor of
6.31 compared with smooth pipes. Experimentally
Investigation by Promvonge and Eiamsa-ard [24] of the heat
transfer performance of the conic ring and twisted-tape, they
found that the average heat transfer performances increased by
367% compared to a plain tube, they concluded that this
technique had better heat transfer performance than using
conical-ring. Also, they found that the heat transfer rate
increases considerably for using both enhancement devices, up
to 50% higher than using a single enhancement device in
similar operating conditions. In addition, the friction factor
from using both devices also increased considerably. An
investigation study of the heat transfer, friction factor, and
enhancement efficiency characteristics have been carried out
by Eiamsa-ard et al. [25] for the round pipe with short-length
twisted tape swirl. They observed that the short length tape has
advantages in the reduction of the friction and saving materials;
also, lower thermal performance for the short-length tape
insert compared to full-length tape has been observed during
the experiment. Besides the experimental investigation, a
numerical investigation is also carried out by Zhang et al. [26]
to investigate the heat transfer performance of flow in the tube
with helical screw-tape with different widths (7.5, 12, 15 and
20 mm). The simulation results show that the thermal
performance factor varied from 1.58 to 2.35. They reported
that the average overall heat transfer coefficients increase by

about 351% by inserting helical screw-tape in a circular tube,
and the friction factor is increased by 33-1020%.
Numerically Investigation by Ray and Date [27] to predict
the heat transfer characteristics in twisted tape inserted in
square ducts, the twisted tape contacts with and away from the
wall laminar and turbulent flow. The heat transfer
characteristics were numerically predicted under heat flux
conditions, correlations for friction factor and Nusselt number
with Reynolds number range of 40 to 1100 for laminar and
Reynolds number range of 4000 to 60000 for turbulent flow
were proposed. A three-dimensional finite element model was
developed by Al-Obaidi and Alhamid [28] using ANSYS to
study the friction factor characteristics and heat transfer of
laminar flow in a circular tube fitted with twisted tape. They
found that the thermo-hydraulic performance is low for the
tubes with short-width twisted tapes, and the flow resistance
can be decreased in the tube with narrow-width and centercleared twisted tapes. This technique is promising for heat
transfer enhancement for laminar flow. Their results show that
the heat transfer enhancement increased by 20% compared to
the tube with conventional twisted tape.
A numerical investigation by Bellos and Tzivanidis [29]
examined the use of internal fins, twisted tape inserts, and
perforated plate inserts in evacuated and non-evacuated tube
collectors with a flow rate of the working fluid are 100 L/min.
The numerical results showed that the thermal efficiency
enhancement of internally finned absorber for non-evacuated,
evacuated tube collector, the twisted tape for non-evacuated
and for evacuated tube collector 2.1%, 1.6%, 1.8%, 1.5%
respectively.
Also, the reported that the pressure losses would increase
when the absorber contains internal fins. In contrast, the use of
perforated tape inserts showed less thermal efficiency
enhancement. A Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) for the
heat transfer in a tube fitted with alternative axis twisted tape
with different ratio and locations in laminar flow under a
constant heat flux was investigated by Salman et al. [30]. The
tube was equipped with twisted tape inserts with different
alternative angles (30°, 60°, and 90°) for laminar flow at
uniform heat flux. The numerical results showed that the twist
ratio of 2.93 with an angle of 90ᵒ offered a maximum heat
transfer enhancement. So, the improvement in heat
performance fields have more advantage in industrial
applications, particularly in forced heat transfer convective
arena.
The main important reasons for using heat improved
approaches are attempted to save the costs and for applied
purposes. One of the general enhancements of heat transfer is
the dimple, corrugated surfaces, ribs, grooves, and twisted tape.
From the above literature review and experimental
investigations, the modified corrugated tube with dimples and
fitted with varying tape inserts offered better thermal
performance than typically twisted tapes.

2. DESCRIPTION OF GEOMETRICAL PHYSICAL
MODEL CONFIGURATIONS
Passive methods using different techniques such as dimple,
corrugation and twisted tap configurations are progressively
becoming more effective approaches for obtaining higher
efficiency in pipes heat exchangers and decreasing costs. The
pipe length of 1920 mm, pipe diameter of 11.08 mm with 2
mm thickness, is simulated using different types of
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configurations based on the CFD technique. In this analysis,
twisted tape configurations are changing with dimple and
corrugation configurations kept constant. The main twisted
tape corrugation parameters for width and thickness including
(1 mm x 1 mm, 1.5 mm x 1.5 mm, 2 mm x 2 mm, 2 mm x 3
mm, 2 mm x 4 mm, 2 mm x 5 mm and 2 mm x 6 mm) and
dimple diameter of 0.5 mm as well as corrugated ring diameter
of 1 mm as presented in Figure 1. The numerical modelling
flow domain of the pipe is described in this figure. The inlet
and outlet pipe are applied to develop flow in order to decrease
backflow fully. The water fluid properties are specific heat of
4178 J/kg.K, the thermal conductivity of 0.63 W/m.K, density
of 992.32 kg/m3 and dynamic viscosity of 6.71x10-4 Ns/m3,
respectively.

reliable outcomes and tetrahedral nodes types are chosen for
further analysis. It is followed through the criteria of meshing,
for instance, inflation layers and mesh quality. The
computation calculations accuracy and stability are mostly
dependent on meshing quality, which includes an important
aspect ratio and skewness setting for mesh domain. Latter
mesh qualities play a significant part to make ensure the mesh
elements are good as well as in order to evade simulation
calculation error. For that case, aspect ratio and skewness are
16 and 0.8, respectively. Checking the grid characteristics is
very essential, notwithstanding the meshing kinds used in the
flow domain. The description of all flow domain for both
smooth and pipe with a dimple, corrugated surfaces and
twisted tape is depicted in Figure 2. In this research, various
meshes generations are carried out comprising of 1.5 million,
2.5 million, and 3.5 million elements as exhibited in the below
Table 1. The outcomes of Nu number are used to compare
between these three cases the changes in the value of Nu is less
than 1.97% for 3.5 million elements.
Table 1. Investigation of mesh independency
No. of elements

Nu

(million)
1.5
2.5
3.5

(-)
14.5
14.9
15.2

Difference in Nu
number
(%)
2.68
1.97

Figure 2. Mesh domain in different pipe parts
3.1 Boundary flow conditions
ANSYS FLUENT is utilized to arithmetic computational of
a 1920 mm smooth and pipe with different configurations flow
model. The mesh domains are generated in the CFD technique
environment as well as all information obtained is also
investigated by CFD software. Range of Re Number from
1000 to 15000, The Tin is consistent at 313.15 K. The
properties of water flow thermophysical are changing with
temperature. The pressure fields and acceleration speed are
coupled using a simplified algorithm with 2 nd order upwind
schemes are used. Boundary conditions are inlet velocity with
outlet pressure at the outlet condition.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram for the pipe with dimple,
corrugation rings and twisted tape configurations
3. FLOW MESH DOMAIN PARAMETERS
The meshes types of refined unstructured tetrahedral with
prismatic at pipe wall elements are created in this numerical
flow model. Process of flow meshing applying three various
mesh element sizes to investigate the utmost accurate and
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3.2 Mathematical model

The value of the Nusselt number is defined as:

A 3D numerical model for smooth and corrugated both
pipes has been analyzed. Equations of hydrodynamic flow,
thermal flow, and the heat transfer, are calculated in numerical
solver, water properties as a working fluid. to investigate the
turbulent flow in the pipe. The equations of continuity,
momentum, and energy can be expressed are as follows.

𝑁𝑢 =

(9)

where, k represented the fluid thermal conductivity. Moreover,
the factor of Darcy friction is expressed as:
ƒ=

Criteria of Governing Equations
The equations of governing to solve the velocity and
temperature can be presented as follows.

2∆𝑃 𝐷ℎ
ρ𝑢2 L

(10)

where, Δp and L are the pressure drop and pipe length.
The overall thermal performance factor PEF is determined as
[28]:

Mass conservation:
∂(ρ𝑢𝑖 )
=0
∂𝑥𝑖

h𝐷ℎ
k

𝑁
( 𝑢)
𝑁𝑢𝑠
PEF =
(ƒ/ƒ𝑠 )1/3

(1)

(11)

Momentum conservation:
where the subscript s in above equation refers to smooth pipe.
𝜕
𝜕𝑥𝑖

[(𝜇 + 𝜇𝑡 ) (

𝜕𝑢𝑖
𝜕𝑥𝑗

𝜕𝑢𝑗

+

𝜕𝑥𝑖

− 𝛿𝑖𝑗

2 𝜕𝑢𝑘
3 𝜕𝑥𝑘

) − 𝜌𝑢𝑗 𝑢𝑖 + 𝛿𝑖𝑗 𝑝] = 0

(2)
4. VALIDATION

Energy conservation:
𝜕
𝜕𝑥𝑗

[(𝑘 +

𝜇𝑡 𝐶𝑃
𝜎𝜏

)

𝜕𝑇
𝜕𝑥𝑗

𝛿𝑖𝑗

− 𝜌𝑢𝐽 𝐶𝑃 𝑇 − 𝜇𝐼
2 𝜕𝑢𝑘
3 𝜕𝑥𝑘

𝜕𝑢𝑖

(

𝜕𝑢𝑖

𝜕𝑥𝑗 𝜕𝑥𝑗

+

𝜕𝑢𝑗
𝜕𝑥𝑖

−

In numerical technique to simulate flow in the pipe with
turbulent flows, first should be validated to ensure the current
numerical outcomes accuracy. Accordingly, computational
calculations result in the pipe are validated and compared with
experimental outcomes conducted by Albanesi et al. [31].
Figure 3 represented this comparison (between the
experimental and numerical data) under various Re number
range. It is perceived that the computational outcomes
practically agree well with the rate of heat transfer. As seen
that experimental and numerical results agreement can
confirm the simulation technique reliability, which adopts in
this investigation. The deviation errors are observed less than
6% compared with the Albanesi et al. [31] findings. So, the
present numerical outcomes are very close to the experimental
one.

(3)

) − 𝜌𝜀] = 0

Turbulent kinetic energy (k):
𝜕
𝜕
𝜇𝑡 𝜕𝑘
𝜕𝑢𝑖 𝜕𝑢𝑗 𝜕𝑢𝑗
+
− 𝜌𝜀
(𝜌𝑘𝑢𝑗 ) =
[(𝜇 + )
] + 𝜇𝑡 (
)
𝜕𝑥𝑗
𝜕𝑥𝑗
𝜎𝑘 𝜕𝑥𝑗
𝜕𝑥𝑗 𝜕𝑥𝑖 𝜕𝑥𝑖

(4)

Turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate (ε):
𝜕
𝜕𝑥𝑗

(𝜌𝜀𝑢𝑗 ) =

𝜕

𝜇

𝜕𝑥𝑗

[(𝜇 + 𝑡 )

𝜕𝜀

𝜎𝜀 𝜕𝑥𝑗

] + 𝜌𝐶2

𝜀2
𝑘+√𝑣𝜀

(5)

where, στ, σε and σk are dissipation and energy rate, turbulent
kinetic energy and effective Prandtl numbers respectively, μ t
represented the eddy flow viscosity can be determined as:
𝜇𝑡 = 𝜌𝐶𝜇

𝑘2
𝜀

(6)

3.3 Analysis heat transfer equations
The following section includes the dimensionless numbers
and equations presented the turbulent heat transfer
characteristic and pressure drop in smooth and corrugated
pipes heat exchanger.
Figure 3. Comparison validation results between
experimental and numerical data

Reynolds number:
𝑅𝑒 =

ρ𝐷ℎ 𝑢
μ

(7)
5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF PARAMETRICAL
INVESTIGATIONS

where, u and Dh are the mean velocity and hydraulic pipe
diameter.
Also, the heat transfer coefficient can be determined as:
h=

q
(𝑇𝑤 − 𝑇𝑏 )

5.1 Flow behaviour features
In this research, different geometrical configurations
parameters of investigate the pipe combined with dimple,

(8)
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corrugation ring and twisted insert are analysed numerically.
Five twisted insert type configurations are investigated in
order to analyse the flow development and thermal
performance enhancement. The inner pipe diameter is D =
11.08 mm, corrugated ring diameter is d2 = 1 mm, and the
dimple diameter is 0.5 mm in the studied models. The
investigated twisted tape insert configurations are the width
and thickness of the tape. The following width and thickness
of twisted tape values are investigated all conditions to study
the influences of these parameters on flow behaviour and
thermos-hydraulic performance as well as the enhancement of
heat transfer. Water is used as working fluids in the numerical
simulation models. The fluid inlet temperature is 313.15 K for
the entire of the calculated models with a constant heat flux
coefficient of 800 W/m2 in most of the computational
simulation. The range of Re number from 1000 to 15000. The
dynamic pressure variations under various geometrical
configurations are described in Figure 4. As observed in this
figure, when the liquid flows passing over the twisted tape,
corrugated ring surfaces and dimples, the mixing flow, swirl
flow and circulation region are formed near these areas. The
maximum value of the dynamic pressure region appeared at
the pipe core and hence recognized the circulation zone. The
minimum value of pressure appeared close to the pipe wall
surfaces as expected due to the low velocity in this zone. Using
the different passive techniques such as corrugation, dimple
and twisted tape can cause more disturbance in flow stability
and hence leads to more fluctuation behaviour in streamlines
flow. Moreover, these distortion flow regions between passive
devices and flow inside the pipe essentially play a significant
role in dynamic pressure variations and improved heat
performance.

Figure 5 illustrates the influences of different passive
devises configurations on velocity magnitude changes in the
pipe. As noted, that the velocity values changing as the
geometrical configuration parameters change. In addition, the
velocity variations between the twisted tape surfaces and the
pipe core has the maximum value because of change in cross
section are. Then, the velocity reduces as the water inside the
pipe goes near and closed the pipe wall surfaces. These
changes in velocity magnitude has a positive impact on heat
transfer amount owing to the flow disturbances and velocity
gradient. Appling different passive devices in pipes can cause
more circulation region and hence the separation of the shear
layer leads to cause more vortices. Consequently, that leads to
the enhancement of heat transfer.

Figure 5. The influences of different passive devises
configurations on velocity magnitude changing
For more analyzing, Figure 6 shows the effect of various
passive devices on vorticity magnitude contours changing. It
is noticed that the vorticity incenses due to using different
twisted tap, dimples and corrugated rings and that leads to
cause more rotational flow and secondary flow. The higher
vorticity occurs near the pipe wall surface for all models and
it is increased as the twisted tape geometrical configurations
increase. In the pipe, the swirl flow, spiral flow and secondary
flow mostly occur near the corrugation, dimples and twisted
tape surfaces and hence they have more influences on the main
flow zone. Moreover, the passive device configurations
severely influenced the pipe's fluid flow, which the velocity
was accelerated. Variation of geometrical parameters have a
high impact on the flow behaviour.

Figure 4. The effect of varying of twisted tape on dynamic
pressure
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Figure 7. TKE changing by using different passive devices
configurations

Figure 6. The effect of various passive devices on vorticity
magnitude changing

5.2 Characteristics of thermal flow

Figure 7 represents the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE)
distribution contours. The TKE distribution is utilized to show
the turbulent fluctuation intensity. TKE variations are
strengthened near the outer pipe wall between the twisted tape
and pipe wall due to the vortex, swirl and secondary flows.
With the twisted tape configurations, change the velocity
changes and hence the turbulent fluctuation increases. This is
mainly owing to further fluid particles swirling motion, flow
mixing in and secondary flow produces an important
improvement of heat transfer.

Figure 8 depicts the variations in temperature at different
twisted tape configurations. It can be noticed that as the
twisted tape geometrical parameters change that leads to the
temperature variations also change. As seen that the maximum
temperature take place between the twisted tape outlet surface
and the wall pipe and then it decreases at the outlet pipe wall.
This change in twisted geometrical can lead to change the
mixing flow in the pipe and hence can improve the heat
transfer.
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1mmx1mm

1.5mmx1.5mm

2mmx2mm

2mmx3mm

2mmx4mm

2mmx5mm

2mmx6mm
Figure 8. Variations in temperature at various twisted tape configurations
Figure 9 depicts the characteristics of pressure drop in pipes
with varying twisted tape configurations. For these cases,
pressure drop increases due to the rise of twisted tape
dimensions (width and thickness), leading to more mixing of
fluid, secondary flow, and swirl flow inside the pipe and hence
that can cause a change in fluid viscous sublayer suppression.
Based on the aforementioned, due to the high rates of flow
recirculation in pipes are responsible for more pressure drop
because of these twisted geometries, as compared to smooth
pipes. However, the pressure drop showed in this figure, the
twisted tape of 2x4 mm has a higher pressure drop.

enhancement extent can change based on the twisted tape
variations since the tape geometrical configurations generate
more swirls flow which can distort the hydraulic boundary
layers and mechanisms of heat performance. Among all
investigated models, the higher friction factor according to the
smooth pipe reference model is 2x4 mm twisted tape.
Correspondingly, compared to the normal pipe, twisted
configurations can rise f about 5.4 to 33.5%.
Figure 9 illustrates the effect of twisted tape on Nu with a
different range of Re number. It is evidently noted that the
value of Nu number increases as the tape geometrical
parameters rise. A comparison of results for different twisted
dimensions are presented in this figure. It can be noticed that
the Nu of these models are changing as the tape dimensions
change. This is mostly due to the further mixing and swirling
flow motion and the secondary flow can generate significantly
higher heat performance. Moreover, it can be observed that
chaining in twisted tape inserts configurations have an
approximately small effect on Nu value under different
geometrical parameters.
For more details, Figure 11 represents the ratio of both f/fo
and Nu/Nu under different tape geometrical parameters. As
observed in this figure, both ratios have the same trends. These
ratios increase as the twisted tape dimensions increase. This
happened due to the pipe model with twisted tape has more
field of secondary flow comprises much higher flow velocities
than that occurs in a smooth pipe. This generates further flow
motion in the pipe cross section and hence that leads to an
increase the source of heat augmentation based on the tape
configurations. Moreover, the common field of secondary
flow in a pipe with twisted tape insert is considerably modified
to produce swirling flow motion. This common secondary
flow involves more oppositely rotating eddies in flow regions.
Furthermore, this procedure additional rise in cross sectional
the temperature mixing field which can is significant to
enhance the overall heat transfer rate.

Figure 9. Variations in pressure drop with varying Re
number ranges
Figure 10 a and b shows variations in both friction factor f
and Nu number under varying twisted tape parameters and
with various Re number ranges. It is observed that the value of
f changes as the tape configurations change. As the tape
geometrical parameters increases, the f value also increases
due to more variance in velocities flow occur between liquid
layers which are adjacent to tape surfaces a pipe wall, as well
as pipe core flow layers, become higher. This flow pattern is
attributed to more periodic fluid mixing to pipe core. The
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cost efficient. Hence it is the important criterium for heat
improvement. Nevertheless, hydraulic flow criteria and
thermal performance essential to be taken into consideration
in heat exchangers. The reliability and applicability of these
criteria which was employed in different experiments
investigations, are the thermal performance efficiencies. The
thermal performance coefficient for pipe with varying twisted
tape geometrical configurations are shown in Figure 12. A
downward tendency can be noted in pipes with twisted tapes
owing to the rise in the temperature field gradient in a pipe as
well as the working fluid along with pipe, whereas the pipe
was exposed to constant heat flux. When liquid passes in the
pipe sections, its velocity flow increases owing to the crosssectional region’s shrinkage. Hence, that leads to an increase
in the coefficient of heat transfer near all these regions. After
flow liquid passing these areas, more vortex flow is generated
near twisted tape surfaces, causing a change in velocity flow
and increasing the heat transfer coefficient. Based on this
figure, it can clearly be noticed that as the tape configurations
increase, that leads to the thermal evaluation factor decreases
and the better thermal evaluation factor is at a twisted tape of
1x1 mm at Re number of about 1000. The range value of the
thermal evaluation factor is more than 1.67.

Figure 10. Variations in f and Nu with varying Re number
ranges

Figure 12. Variations in PEF with various Re number ranges

6. CONCLUSIONS
Various twisted geometrical configurations are investigated
to enhance the heat performance rate. The deviation errors are
observed by less than 6% compared with the normal pipe.
Pressure drop increases due to twisted tape dimensions,
leading to more mixing of fluid, secondary flow, and swirl
flow inside the pipe. As the tape geometrical parameters
increase, the f value also increases due to more variance in
velocities flow between liquid layers, the different flow rate
important impacts the flow pattern, the velocity variations
between the twisted tape surfaces and the pipe core have the
maximum value because of the cross section change. The
velocity reduces as the water inside the pipe goes near and
closed the pipe wall surfaces. According to the smooth pipe
reference model, the higher friction factor is 2x4 mm twisted
tape. Compared to the normal pipe, twisted configurations can
rise f about 5.4 to 33.5%. The better thermal evaluation factor
is at the twisted tape of 1x1 mm at a Re number of about 1000.
The range value of the thermal evaluation factor is more than
1.67.

Figure 11. Variations in f/fo and Nu/Nuo ratios with
different Re number range
Criteria or Thermal Performance
Effective enhanced surface evaluation is the criterium of
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